Introduction {#s1}
============

In the last decades, newborns have been increasingly admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) ([@B1], [@B2]). Different analyses showed that more than half of the infants admitted are full term and with appropriate birth weight ([@B1], [@B2]). Indeed, even full-term newborns can be negatively affected by maternal stress and labor complications ([@B3], [@B4]). In the first days of life, babies can suffer from several pathologies (e.g., early-onset sepsis, respiratory failure, and hypoxic--ischemic encephalopathy) or experience complications that require professional evaluation to prevent adverse outcomes ([@B2]). Among the difficulties that force a newborn to be admitted to a NICU, low birth weight and, in particular, preterm birth play central roles ([@B1], [@B2]).

Prematurity represents a global burden with one in 10 babies born preterm and one to three in 100 babies born before 32 weeks of gestation worldwide ([@B5], [@B6]). Prematurity entails both several short-term adverse outcomes (e.g., respiratory distress syndrome, sepsis, necrotizing enterocolitis, cardiovascular impairment, intraventricular hemorrhage, and periventricular leukomalacia) and long-term adverse outcomes (e.g., bronchopulmonary dysplasia, neurodevelopmental delay, reduced growth, and hearing and visual impairments) ([@B6]). Neonatologists need to carefully monitor the psychophysical development of preterm infants to reduce the risk of these consequences and to create therapeutic plans that respect the physiological growth and aim to improve the health of the newborns ([@B7], [@B8]).

Despite the technological advances made in the last decade to monitor preterm infants in the NICU, routine care is primarily based on manual procedures like changing diapers or performing heel sticks. It was calculated that, per day of hospitalization, nurses and physicians physically handle newborns more than a 100 times ([@B9]). However, touching has a specific aim---to perform health-care procedures like feeding, weighing, applying nasogastric tubes, changing diapers, performing venipunctures, and palliative care procedures, as well as handling emergencies (e.g., using tracheal tubes or nasal prongs for respiratory failure). Every procedure is acquired through specific training aimed at improving the technical execution ([@B10]), but it often overlooks the use of touch. Interestingly, in this context, touch is somehow non-specific, meaning that little or no attention is paid to how to touch and how touch can affect newborns. How NICU professionals touch newborns has been traditionally considered by many as irrelevant ([@B11]).

Different research groups started to investigate the role of touch and how touch is processed by full-term and preterm babies. Early "touch-based" studies used to explore the effect of touch associated with procedures. For example, changing diaper, a typical routine-care procedure, can induce pain-like behaviors in preterm infants, as per increased reflex behavior (e.g., withdrawal) after tactile stimulations ([@B12], [@B13]). The same touch can induce as much stress as invasive procedures (e.g., heel sticks and venipuncture) and make subsequent invasive procedures more painful for preterm infants, especially if unstable ([@B13], [@B14]). Indeed, the development and the conditions of the nervous system (from states of peripheral and central sensitization to specific pathologies) can greatly influence how to touch, and other stimuli can be perceived by newborns and infants ([@B13], [@B14]).

However, a closer look at the type of touch used showed that these research studies applied clustered care---grouping together several routine procedures including changing the diaper, measuring the abdominal girth, taking the body temperature, and cleaning the newborn\'s mouth or nose ([@B13], [@B14]). Even though used to reduce stressful episodes during the day, clustered care increased the expression of movements such as an extension of the arms and legs, finger splays, airplane (infant extends arms laterally), sitting on air, and salute (extension of the arms into midair in front of the infant); according to the Newborn Individualized Developmental Care and Assessment Program (NIDCAP®) model, which was primarily developed for taking care of preterm infants, these movements are important stress cues ([@B13], [@B14]).

Because other studies showed positive effects of clustered care in stable preterm infants, this conflicting evidence could be due to the lack of attention to how to properly handle preterm babies ([@B13], [@B14]). However, it is not easy to precisely disentangle the effect of touch from the other procedures.

Recent studies demonstrated that a more structured, patterned touch could induce positive effects on the newborns\' health conditions. Gentle stroking can attenuate noxious-evoked brain activity during painful procedures, lower heart rate (HR), increase oxygen saturation (SpO~2~) as well as respiratory sinus arrhythmia (an index of vagal tone), and decrease crying time ([@B15]--[@B18]). A randomized controlled trial found that in the first 4 min after birth, 10 s of gently rubbing the back or the soles of the feet, alternated with 10 s of rest, significantly increased oxygenation in preterm infants between 27 and 32 weeks of gestational age, enhancing the spontaneous breathing and so the minute ventilation ([@B19]).

In synthesis, gently touching the babies induces a positive and relaxed state. Therefore, several kinds of "positive touch" have been proposed, such as gentle human touch: placing one hand on the head and the other hand on the abdomen ([@B16]); parental touch and caresses ([@B17]); dynamic or affective touch ([@B18]); osteopathic manipulative treatment ([@B20]); and kangaroo care ([@B21]) as well as facilitated tucking, rocking, holding, swaddling, and massage-like touch ([@B11]). All these types of touch consist of slow and gentle strokings or pressures, aiming to promote preterm infants\' health and growth.

Although the evidence on touch-based procedures in neonatology, especially in the NICU scenario, is still scarce, some initial evidence is emerging on clinical outcomes associated with positive touch. However, all studies focus their attention on the use of touch as a "treatment" procedure. There is a lack of research on the use of touch as an assessment tool to obtain the newborn\'s necessary clinical information, which might lead to improving the newborn\'s daily care plans. NICU staff can use several assessment methods to get information about the infant\'s development, growth, and neurobehavioral functioning. Some among the most valid and reliable assessment procedures are the modified Pain Assessment Tool ([@B22]), the Test of Infant Motor Performance ([@B23]), the Alberta Infant Motor Scale ([@B24]), the Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale ([@B25]), and the Assessment of Preterm Infants\' Behavior ([@B26]). A closer look at these methods showed that touch is sometimes used, but only for evaluating muscle tone in case of pain or specific behaviors (e.g., newborns\' ability to motor control or to console themselves). Besides, these tools are primarily based on visual observations, whose objectivity could be improved through a more direct quantification method.

Despite the number of assessing methods used in neonatology, none suggested a structured touch-based evaluation. To this end, the present paper aims to fill this gap by proposing a manual assessment for evaluating the infants also during the NICU hospitalization and discussing its rationale.

The Neonatal Assessment Manual Score Model {#s2}
==========================================

Overview of the Neonatal Assessment Manual Score Model
------------------------------------------------------

The Neonatal Assessment Manual Score (NAME) model was developed to manually evaluate infants, including preterm ones, within the NICU setting. This clinical evaluation tool is aimed at every manual therapist (i.e., osteopaths, physiotherapists, or chiropractors) and NICU professional (i.e., nurses and physicians) who use touch-based procedures during their routine care.

The NAME model is a touch-based manual palpation examination tool that produces two scores/indexes: (1) categorical, with three levels ("bad," "marginal," and "good") and (2) numerical, a 1-to-9 Likert scale, where 1--3 correspond to bad, 4--6 marginal, and 7--9 good (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The categorical score is the NAME model\'s primary score---it is a rapid and accurate vehicle to communicate the infant\'s conditions among different professionals. The categorical rating is particularly useful during the handling of emergencies when speedy and efficient communication is paramount. The numerical score enables professionals to effectively monitor the evolution in the infant\'s conditions during hospitalization by better defining the infant\'s health condition for every NAME category in three numerical sublevels.

![The NAME model. Through a manual palpatory assessment, the operator evaluates how the infant\'s body responds to mechanical stimuli and gives a categorical score to define the response. The categorical NAME is the main score to be used for communication inside the NICU. The same operator then converts the categorical score into a numerical one, which aims to better monitor the infant\'s conditions in the long term. NAME, Neonatal Assessment Manual Score; NICU, neonatal intensive care unit.](fped-08-00432-g0001){#F1}

The NAME manually evaluates how the infant responds to an external stressor such as static touch. In particular, the operator evaluates how the infant reacts to light mechanical sensory stimuli applied to different bodily areas. The operator assesses two parameters: (a) compliance, that is, whether the body changes its volume accordingly to the applied mechanical stimuli (pressure and distension); and (b) homogeneity, that is, whether the infant\'s body tissues adapt to the mechanical stimuli in the same way throughout their body---see the following sections for a further detailed explanation. The estimated time to perform the NAME is about 90 s.

Description of the Neonatal Assessment Manual Score
---------------------------------------------------

The NAME procedure is used within the NICU where babies are approached while they are in the incubators or open beds. The assessment can be performed anytime during the day when the baby is in a quiet and calm state; because it takes a small amount of time, it can be performed routinely with every physical examination.

The operator places both hands on the infant---one hand touches, that is, palpates the cranial region with the whole palm, while the other hand touches the sacral crest with the proximal phalanges (see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). If this approach is not feasible, the operator places two hands on opposite body areas to have the infant\'s body between them. The operator induces precise mechanical stimuli as detailed below and then focuses on interpreting the sensory signals received primarily via their haptic system, that is, touch and proprioception. This interpretation is focused mainly on how the infant\'s body reacts to the mechanical stimuli, in particular, how the tissues change their softness.

![Typical hand positioning for a NAME procedure **(A,B)**. In **(A,B)** the arrows indicate the direction of the manual stimuli. NAME, Neonatal Assessment Manual Score.](fped-08-00432-g0002){#F2}

The NAME procedure consists of two phases.

The first evaluation phase lasts \~10 s and assesses the infant\'s general compliance. The operator applies a light pressure with both hands and then releases it. The operator focuses on perceiving the resistance, determined as softness or hardness, that is, how the infant\'s body as a whole responds to the manual pressure.

The second evaluation phase lasts \~80 s and assesses the infant\'s homogeneity, that is, whether the baby displays the same softness throughout their body. Using the palm and the phalanges of both hands, the operator applies the same light pressure as before but focuses instead on interpreting changes in the softness of the tissues across the infant\'s body. During this phase, the operator can identify body areas that react differently among them, that is, regions that display different tissue softness. These areas can define regions of interest (ROIs) that could correlate with infant\'s clinical conditions.

After the two evaluation phases, the operator gives a score to define the infant\'s responses to the test (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The operator needs specific training to understand the correct manual procedure to perform. A similar pre-training was done in two previous studies in which professionals with more than 5 years\' experience in the NICU used the NAME procedure as the evaluation phase ([@B18], [@B27]).

Rationale for the Development of the Neonatal Assessment Manual Score Model
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

As a clinical palpation evaluation tool, the NAME model uses touch and manual pressure as many other routine care procedures. However, there is a lack of debate in the literature regarding the type of touch to be used and how light touch may induce changes in the infant\'s body tissues. Moreover, there is a need to critically discuss whether and how the operator may manually feel these physiological changes.

### Afferent Systems and Central Elaboration

The nervous system can detect tactile stimuli through several skin mechanoreceptors that convey the stimuli via the spinal cord to the brain. Whereas, sensory discrimination in the brain is conveyed by the discriminative/sensory or A system, the evaluation of affective/emotional qualities is conveyed by the affective/homeostatic or B system ([@B28], [@B29]).

The A system (laminae III--V of the spinal cord, thalamus, and the primary somatosensory cortex) recognizes the sensory features of mechanical stimuli. It relies on rapid and heavily myelinated Aβ afferent fibers, which innervate several low-threshold mechanoreceptors (LTMs). Among the LTMs, the Merkel discs detect stimuli that are perceived as static pressure ([@B28], [@B29]).

The B system (laminae I and II of the spinal cord and cerebral areas, which span from the brainstem to the insular cortex) represents the primary substrate for interoception---the process used by the brain to detect every physicochemical stimulus in the body (e.g., mechanical stress, temperature, and oxygen concentration) to regulate the organism arousal, autonomic functions, and hypothalamus--pituitary--adrenal axis, hence the name interoceptive or "homeostatic system." The cerebral areas that control the B system are also involved in the conscious perception of emotions and social interactions, hence the name "affective" system \[([@B29]); for further details about interoception, autonomic nervous system (ANS), and touch, see ([@B30])\]. The B system relies on slow and thin low-myelinated Aδ and unmyelinated C afferent fibers that can be high- or low-threshold receptors ([@B28]). Especially in hairy skin, a group of C fibers named C-tactile (CT) are particularly sensitive to low-threshold mechanical stimuli: slow (1--10 cm/s) and light (0.2 mN--2.5 N) strokings that give the perception of pleasure. This kind of touch resembles the parents\' caresses on their babies ([@B17], [@B28], [@B31]). CT fibers also seem to respond to light static pressure ([@B32], [@B33]).

Therefore, gentle and static touch can recruit both the Merkel discs (discriminatory system) and CT fibers (affective system).

### Changes in Body Tissues

From a physiological standpoint, owing to their specific characteristics, Merkel\'s discs and CT fibers can induce local and central interoceptive-based responses.

Through the Merkel--neurite complex (MNC), Merkel\'s disc stimulation can release vesicles containing glutamate, serotonin, substance P, vasoactive intestinal peptide, and calcitonin gene-related peptide ([@B34])---substances that can influence tissue blood circulation, local and pulmonary hemodynamics, and smooth musculature activity ([@B35]--[@B37]). Interestingly, Merkel\'s discs are increasingly recognized to have neuroendocrine activity ([@B38]): some of the neuropeptides they release can indeed trigger the B system ([@B28]). Thus, the Merkel receptors might be considered the connecting point between the A and B systems.

CT fibers can influence the interoceptive network and the ANS activation ([@B30], [@B32]), thus inducing local and central changes in the infant\'s blood flow, blood pressure, HR, breathing pattern, and SpO~2~ ([@B18], [@B31], [@B39]).

When blood flow and breathing pattern change, body volume---how bodily fluids distribute in the various body segments and tissues---changes accordingly. Body volume and composition can be measured to assess the infant\'s health, development, and growth ([@B40]), thus giving useful information as the monitoring of neonatal hemodynamics (e.g., systemic and pulmonary blood flow and vascular resistance) ([@B41], [@B42]). Hemodynamics is indeed continuously monitored because abnormal cardiovascular function during the neonatal period correlates with a higher risk of morbidity and mortality ([@B41], [@B42]).

The ANS functioning plays a central role in directing these changes: indeed, different infants can show even opposite hemodynamic modifications, which are entirely different changes in body volume, due to the individual ANS state of development ([@B41], [@B42]).

During the third trimester of gestation and the perinatal period, the ANS undergoes significant modifications: both the sympathetic and parasympathetic activities rise. At birth, the ANS shows a sympathetic predominance, whereas after birth, the parasympathetic branch starts to take over ([@B39], [@B43]). The nervous system development correlates with the increase in fetal body movements, especially thoracic--respiratory ones, and the appearance of both respiratory sinus arrhythmia and baroreflex mechanisms ([@B44]). These motor and cardiorespiratory changes are considered the basis for the future fight-or-flight response ([@B45]), and the ANS development correlates with an increase in HR variability, an index of the adaptive regulation processes efficacy ([@B39]). In the perinatal period, the ANS development and the infant\'s adaptation capacity, especially cardiorespiratory, are thus strictly tied between them.

The ANS development is, however, delicate, and it can be disrupted by several events, such as maternal stress, nutritional deficiency, premature birth, complicated labor, immediate or delayed cord clamping, and NICU invasive procedures ([@B39], [@B43]). A disrupted ANS reduces the newborn\'s capacity to efficiently adapt to its environment, especially when it is continuously changing and challenging as in NICU ([@B39]). A disrupted ANS means thus a disrupted cardiorespiratory adaptation.

Therefore, due to the ANS involvement in light touch, the same gentle manual pressure could induce different changes in hemodynamics (e.g., HR, HR variability, SpO2, and pulmonary and systemic blood flow) and then in body volume, in different infants with different nervous development and clinical conditions.

### Haptic Perception

When an operator touches a newborn, he or she induces an ANS activation. Reaching a judgment of changes in the newborn\'s body tissues requires an ongoing interaction between ascending (i.e., bottom-up processing) and descending mechanisms (i.e., top-down processing) in the operator\'s nervous system ([@B46]). What we perceive is a fine balance between top-down knowledge-based prediction and bottom-up incoming sensory evidence ([@B47]). In this particular context, sensation refers to the detection of a change in the newborn\'s body. In contrast, perception relates to the interpretation of that change in terms of compliance and homogeneity. Judgments of changes in the newborn\'s body are therefore likely to influenced by predictions made about the upcoming bottom-up sensory signals \[see ([@B48]), on this point\].

Bottom-up processing begins with the activity of sensory receptors located in the operator\'s hands and using the haptic system. The haptic system is a perceptual system mediated by two afferent subsystems, cutaneous and kinesthetic, that typically involve active manual exploration ([@B49]). The haptic system has perceptual and memory functions involved in recognition of object shape and microgeometric tissue properties. Haptic perception constitutes the foundation of manual clinical evaluation, in particular for the assessment of tissue compliance---how the tissues respond to palpation characterized by light pressure ([@B50]). Haptic perception is a delicate process: the human fingers---in particular, the index finger---can touch and discriminate surfaces with small wrinkles of various amplitudes ([@B51]). The fingertips also display low thresholds for discriminating objects with different volumes ([@B52]).

Incoming sensory signals conveyed via the haptic system are processed in cortical areas responsible for sensory discrimination, object recognition, and decision making ([@B46]). The interaction between top-down predictions and bottom-up incoming sensory information is critical to the operator\'s decision making regarding changes in volume and tissue compliance.

Volume perception of an object is essential to grasp its spatial properties, and it is influenced by several material properties of the touched object, in particular by compliance. Compliance is the object\'s ability to deform. It determines the softness of an object: it also depends on the amount of contact area between the object and the hand, and the distance that a fingertip penetrates an object ([@B53]--[@B55]). The object compliance can also be felt at a distance---without direct contact---if something lays between the hand and the object, for example, a stylus used for reaching a distant object ([@B55], [@B56]). For the infant\'s body, the body itself can be the "stylus" to feel the compliance of internal tissues and how the applied pressure spreads throughout the tissues. In essence, the body constitutes a tensegrity structure in which mechanical stress distributes throughout the whole structure of bones, muscles, and connective tissues ([@B57]).

The sensitivity of the hand LTMs and the specialization of the haptic system together with the accumulated professional knowledge in the NICU setting will contribute to effective interaction between top-down predictions and bottom-incoming sensory signals processed and modulated at different levels of the nervous system hierarchy. It is therefore plausible that an operator may feel the changes in the newborn\'s body volume, evaluating the compliance of the newborn\'s tissues, that is, perceiving the resistance put up to the applied pressures and the changes in tissue softness ([@B51], [@B52], [@B55]).

### The Force Needed for Neonatal Assessment Manual Score Model

What is the exact amount of force that a hand has to apply to engage the infants\' deep tissues? What is the force needed to induce changes in the infants\' deep tissues that are manually perceivable? Even though light forces can stimulate Merkel\'s discs and CT fibers, it is dubious that these forces can engage deeper body tissues and CT fibers. To the best of our knowledge, no studies have investigated this issue. However, just a little higher force may be sufficient. Studies on adult cadavers showed that a force of 10 N applied to the back can transmit to a point 8--10 cm far away ([@B58], [@B59]). According to a 3D mathematical model of fascial connective tissue, a pressure of 4--5 N/cm^2^ can deform the superficial nasal fascia. In essence, for the general fascia, the pressure needed is higher, but the NAME aims to engage the tissues, not to modify them ([@B60]).

Therefore, to better grasp the amount of force needed for the NAME model, we performed some empirical studies with healthy newborns---we found that a force of 10 ± 2 N applied with a hand is sufficient to manually feel, through haptic perception, changes in the softness of both superficial and deep body tissues. Hence, we can also hypothesize that a force of 10 N can stimulate both superficial and deep CT fibers.

### Summary of the Neonatal Assessment Manual Score Conceptual Framework

The NAME procedure can be summarized based on the following conceptual framework (see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}):

-   A little amount of pressure applied on the infant\'s body can stimulate the Merkel discs and CT fibers.

-   Merkel\'s discs and CT fibers can elicit ANS responses that activate local and central interoceptive-based responses, which affect the cardiovascular and respiratory systems (e.g., change in HR, blood flow, and breathing pattern) within seconds.

-   Based on the infant\'s ANS development and maturation, cardio-respiratory and hemodynamics changes bring about different body volume changes.

-   The body volume changes can be perceived through the haptic system due to the fingers and fingertips high sensibility and involving interactions between top-down predictions and bottom-up sensory signals.

-   Through changes in tissues softness, a professional can recognize compliance (if the infant\'s whole body adapts accordingly to the manual stimuli) and homogeneity (if the infant\'s tissues adjust to the mechanical stressors in the same way throughout the body) of the infant\'s responses.

-   For compliance, the operator evaluates the resistance (assessed as softness or hardness) the infant\'s body as a whole put up to manual pressure, whereas for homogeneity, the operator compares the softness changes felt by the palms and fingertips across the infant\'s body.

-   Because body volume is often measured to assess the infant\'s health and growth, it can be argued that the perceived changes in body volume reveal the newborn\'s general condition. In essence, it might reflect, therefore, how the infant\'s nervous system elaborates the tactile stimuli and responds to them.

![NAME model conceptual framework. Light pressure can stimulate peripheral LTMs and then induce local and central changes due to ANS reflexes and interoception involvement. These changes influence the cardiovascular and respiratory systems, thus modifying the redistribution of body fluids. The redistribution of body fluids represents a change in the body volume that can be perceived through the haptic system as softness. The NAME comes from evaluating if the body complies with manual pressure, both globally and locally. Because the redistribution of body fluids is usually measured to assess the infant\'s clinical conditions, perception via the haptic system could also help to recognize them. ANS, autonomic nervous system; NAME, Neonatal Assessment Manual Score; LTMs, low-threshold mechanoreceptors.](fped-08-00432-g0003){#F3}

The purpose of the NAME model is to enable professionals to perceive the infant\'s body compliance and homogeneity, which could reflect how the infant adapts to external stressors and the infant\'s ANS functioning and general health condition. Because ANS and body volume changes reflect infants\' clinical conditions, babies with a good development will show a tissue response both compliant and homogenous (they adapt to the stimuli through harmonic body responses), whereas babies with developmental problems will not show a tissue response either compliant or homogenous (they fail to adapt to the sensory stimuli).

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Significance and Meaning of the Neonatal Assessment Manual Score Model
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The present paper presents the rationale and underpinning theory behind the NAME model; a new suggested manual palpatory assessment to be used in the neonatal ward. NICU professionals use their hands to touch infants hundreds of times per day ([@B9]) and to perform technical procedures such as venipuncture and heel sticks ([@B10]). Notwithstanding this, they lack awareness about how touch can affect infants and how they can use touch to assess infants.

Touch can induce changes in the infant\'s body, and the NAME aims to show that these changes can be perceived primarily through the haptic system and be correlated with the infant\'s clinical conditions. In particular, the NAME model aims to assess two critical adaptive processes: a global adaptation (whether the body follows the manual stimuli given or puts up some resistance---compliance evaluation) and a local adaptation (whether different body areas display the same softness---homogeneity evaluation). Healthy infants will show high compliance and the same softness to the mechanical stimuli throughout their whole body. In contrast, clinically complicated infants will fail to be compliant or show body areas with different levels of softness/stiffness.

In particular, owing to incomplete ANS development, we expect very early preterm newborns to show low compliance and homogeneity more likely than full-term newborns. The latter should have good probabilities of showing high compliance and homogeneity. Between these extremes, we expect newborns to respond differently based on their nervous development. Besides, at a given age, newborns can also respond differently to the manual stimuli owing to differences in clinical conditions.

We also expect that the present perspective paper can clarify what happens in infants when they are touched---for several years even the potentially noxious effects of painful procedures were under-considered in the care of infants ([@B11]).

Limitations
-----------

The NAME relies on judgments regarding changes in tissues texture and softness by using the haptic system primarily. In analogy to other sensory systems, the information conveyed by the haptic system is subject to several top-down processes and biases. For example, the perception can be modified by expectations of tissue softness according to past experiences ([@B61]), visual signals, or the movement of another part of the operator\'s body ([@B62]). Hence, the haptic perception has to be refined to exclude every possible distraction: if every operator can feel subtle volume changes, training will help to interpret them better ([@B50]). Experience in the neonatology ward and touch-based procedures could also help to reduce biases.

Concerning the NAME rationale, there are several gaps in the literature regarding the effects of touch in infants, particularly in preterms. It is, therefore, paramount to deepen what we have described in the present paper. For instance, the correlation between touch, ANS reactivity, and changes in body fluid distribution needs to be precisely determined, as well as the relationship between changes in body fluid distribution and infant\'s clinical conditions.

Beyond defining a rationale, we must ascertain the NAME validity and reliability. In essence, an evaluative procedure needs to measure what it proposes to measure, and it needs to reproduce consistent and coherent results at different times and among different operators ([@B63]).

Moreover, it is not clear if the NAME could be useful to the NICU staff to perceive what happens in neonates when they are touched in the course of pharmacological sedative or analgesic management, in terms of efficacy of analgesic drug therapy.

Benefits
--------

In contrast to widely used assessment procedures, such as the Alberta Infant Motor Scale ([@B24]) or the Assessment of Preterm Infants\' Behavior ([@B26]), the NAME has the advantage of taking less time to be performed (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Except for pain assessment ([@B22]), those procedures need time to be completed: from 30 min (for assessing infants) to several hours (for writing the clinical report) ([@B23], [@B26]). Besides, although haptic perception can be subjective to bias as detailed above, the training needed for performing the NAME model, the direct contact with the baby, and the fewer items to assess (i.e., compliance and homogeneity) could make the NAME model more objective than other scoring systems based on long visual observation.

###### 

Briefly comparison between the NAME model and other assessment models used in the NICU ([@B14], [@B22]--[@B26]).

  **Model**   **Time**                      **Procedure (summary)**                                                                                            **Purpose**
  ----------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------
  NAME        90 s                          Stimulation through light manual pressure and haptic perception of bodily changes                                  To evaluate global adaptation and possibly predict clinical conditions
  PAT         Time of the event evaluated   Visual observation on the infant\'s activity and assessment of vital signs                                         To assess pain and choose between nursing comfort measure or analgesia
  TIMP        25--35 min                    Visual observation of spontaneous infant\'s activity                                                               To assess posture and selective control of movement
  AIMS        20 min                        Visual observation of spontaneous infant\'s activity                                                               To evaluate gross motor maturation
  NBAS        20--30 min                    Multisensorial and social stimulation for evaluating infant\'s responses                                           To evaluate the infant\'s behavior and neurological status
  APIB        45 min to 3 h                 Multisensorial and social stimulation for evaluating infant\'s responses                                           To assess neurodevelopment and infant competence
  NIDCAP®                                   Multisensorial stimulation and social for both evaluating infant\'s responses (such as APIB) and reducing stress   To assess the infant\'s behavior and provide supportive care for infants

*AIMS, Alberta Infant Motor Scale; APIB, the Assessment of Preterm Infants\' Behavior; NAME, Neonatal Assessment Manual Score; NBAS, Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale; NIDCAP®, Newborn Individualized Developmental Care and Assessment Program; PAT, Pain Assessment Tool; TIMP, Test of Infant Motor Performance; NICU, neonatal intensive care unit*.

In comparison with a previous attempt ([@B64]), the NAME model is simpler because it involves static and gentle touch that can be performed by every professional that is already accustomed to touch-based procedures. Its simplicity can also make NAME a part of the routine procedure used in neonatology to assess the infant\'s conditions.

The homogeneity assessment could quickly identify ROIs in the infant\'s body. The clinical conditions of preterm infants can be very different in terms of nature and severity of symptoms; it would be interesting if these features could reflect how the body adapts to external mechanical stimuli and if every condition could reflect on a particular body area---an ROI---like referred pain, for instance. Because the body can be viewed as a tensegrity structure that always responds as a whole and in which every tissue is mechanically connected ([@B57]), this correlation could be possible. It constitutes a hypothesis we should test in the future and more clinical-oriented trials.

Conclusions and Future Perspectives {#s4}
===================================

The present paper aimed to define the rationale for a possible new manual assessment in the neonatology field---the NAME model. This procedure is intended for every NICU professional, and it aims to optimize the care of the infants in the neonatal ward.

Future studies will evaluate the validity and reliability of the NAME model in clinical practice to define its clinical usefulness. As every manual assessment, the NAME procedure is exposed to top-down biases, as discussed in the limitations section. However, because the operator needs to be experienced in touch-based procedures and the neonatology field, and to follow a specific training to understand the correct manual procedure to perform, and because this manual evaluation was used in two previous studies ([@B18], [@B27]), we expect the NAME to be reliable and valid.

Besides, future studies will test the predictive capacity of the NAME model, that is, whether the score correlates with or can predict the infant\'s clinical conditions, or at least his or her developmental trajectory. Because the NAME aims to evaluate changes in body volume that depend on the infant\'s ANS development and adaptive capacity, there is the chance that the score could inform about how the infant\'s conditions are evolving. If future evidence should support this hypothesis, then it would become interesting to compare the NAME model with other assessment procedures already used in the NICU with good predictive capacity. Such a comparison would better define the NAME clinical relevance and usefulness as a procedure that can assess the actual infant\'s conditions or also predict their development.
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